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Optics and Testing 

• PFIS reassembly and alignment in Cape Town.  
- The polarizing beamsplitter was “debubbled” and mounted in the inserter mechanism.

 - Installed the waveplates in the waveplate mechanism and aligned the optical axes.  The
quarterwave plate optical axis at a detent is within about 2 degrees of being aligned to the
beamsplitter axis.

• PFIS Testing in Cape Town
- Beamsplitter testing (no waveplate).   We used parallel and perpendicular polaroids at the

slitmask plane; these provide good polarimetric extinction from 380 - 680 nm. 1)  Tested
beamsplitter image quality through the pinhole mask and the 629nm interference filter in
imaging mode.  As expected from the mosaic alignment model, the imaging in the
grating dispersion direction is essentially unchanged with the beamsplitter, whereas the
imaging perpendicular to the dispersion is degraded by about 50%.  2) Measured
beamsplitter alignment using distortion mask and the 629nm interference filter.  The
splitting direction is within 10 arcmin of CCD columns.  3)  Tested imaging linear
spectropolarimetry, using HgAr lamp and clear  filter.  The beamsplitter splitting
dispersion is as expected.  4) Tested beamsplitter extinction using the QTH lamp and the
900 and 2300 l/mm VPH gratings in grating spectroscopy mode.  There is still substantial
scattering in the beamsplitter, since it does not as yet have a mask shading the prism
edges and corner cracks.  However, the beamsplitter extinction is better than 98%.

- Waveplate testing (no beamsplitter).  1) Tested waveplate beam wander during rotation:
HWP: 0.2 pixel diameter, QWP: 0.36 pixel diameter.  2) Tested waveplate vignetting:
The HWP is unvignetted to 7.3 arcmin, and the QWP is unvignetted to 2.8 arcmin (cf
FPRD values of 7.2 and 3.0 arcmin, respectively)

- Spectropolarimetric testing (beamsplitter and waveplate, with linear and circular polaroids). 
Using QTH and line lamps, with the 900 l/mm VPH at red and blue settings,  1)
Determined HWP axis using linear polaroid and HWP angles of 0, 11.25 .. 78.75 deg. 
This has the expected wavelength  dependence of about 7 deg.  2) Determined QWP axis
using circular polaroid, and QWP angles of 0, 22.5 .. 137.5 deg.  This has a much smaller
spread, as expected. From these runs, the waveplate efficiencies are comparable to the
expected values from the polarimetric model.  3) Estimated the polarimetric optics
throughput.  It will be close to the FPRD value of 70%.

- Successfully running procedures through high-level GUI.  Continued with the polarimetry
procedure.  Discovered a serious stray light issue in polarimetric mode arising in the
lasers that read the waveplate rotation encoders.  This will have to be fixed by changing
the control system to turn off the encoders during exposures (see below).  There is also a
continuing bug with the procedures in that sometimes the control system continues with
mechanism actions before an exposure is complete.
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• The laser cutter has been turned on to verify operation.

Mechanical 

• Installed the beam splitter.  It will be necessary to redesign the beamsplitter holder to improve
the repeatability of alignment after removal and reinstallation, and to allow for safe removal
for rotation into the beamsplitter parallel mode.  This modification will be installed at the
telescope.

• Installed the wave plates and did the polarimetry testing. 

• Undertook flexure retest and  had unacceptable imaging roll and spectral y motion. The camera
rolled ~3 arcmin, and grating rotator flexure caused large y motions at the detector of about
~12 pixels. Most of the grating motion was due to the roll of the camera cradle and the fact
that the grating is attached to it.  To fix these problems, we are going to over-constrain the
hub of the camera cradle to try to reduce the image rotation - this involves changes to the
hub, bearing configuration and the shaft thickness. We plan to improve the grating rotation
by  removing the grating rotator from the camera hub and attaching it to the stationary etalon
mount platform.   

• Arranged for a contractor to do the PFIS Glycol plumbing. 

• The modifications to the detector coldbox and cabling have been finished and it is ready for
thermal testing.

Etalons (Ted Williams)

• Rutgers personnel T. Williams and N. Rangawala returned to Cape Town for further testing
and commissioning work.  The repaired high-resolution etalon was checked to verify
operations, and adjusted to parallelism.  A set of compromise settings for the HR/MR
controller was determined to simplify operational requirements for changing between modes.

Control 

• Released the third procedure, for polarimetry - debugging is continuing. 

• Miscellaneous control system updates.

• Updated PFIS PIPT with XML output for PFIS configuration, procedures,  and detector setup.
Working with Roy and Hendrik on finalizing XML schema  and PFIS/TCS ICD.

• Waveplate encoder fix.  This was a  big effort to manage stray light coming from the  M-3000
waveplate encoders.
- Worked with manufacturer on control schemes.
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- Designed & built relay board to turn off encoders during  exposures.
- Designed changes to control system s/w for encoder power  management.
- Shipped update kit with installation procedure to Cape Town. 

• SALT IRAF package work.  The RMS error of the nonlinear dispersion model is now 5 pixels,
for all field positions and all gratings.  This is now being integrated into the PSCUT and
PSWAVELENGTH IRAF tasks and tested.

Management

• The Quarter 2 Quarterly Report is being worked on.

• Revised the schedule.  We currently show shipment to Sutherland the end of August.

Activities for the next month

• Optics
- Extensive FP testing.
- Stray light test.
- Flexure retest.
- Install guider and measure focus offset to PFIS.

• Mechanical
 - Fix the flexure issues.

- Design etalon electrical lockout box.
- Design beamsplitter baffle.
- Test baffling.
- Tie up loose ends involving cabling, glycol and electronics box covers.
- Ship to Sutherland.
- Start PFIS cable wrapping onto SALT.
- Lift PFIS onto payload.

• Control
- Implement PFIS/TCS interface.
- Continue work on implementing PFIS procedures (Fabry-Perot scans; MOS alignment).
- Implement analog sensor logging.
- Implement GMOS spectrum extractor in SALT package.

• Detector
- Implement high-speed slot mode and drift scan.
- Implement Fabry-Perot calibration calculation in PDET.
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